
Witchy even and odds Game
I create all of the Homeschool Help Desk pages with 1 thing in

mind, will this be useful to others? As it is with every HHD
download, this download is/was 100% free and always will be. I’m
not creating and sharing materials to get rich, sure I could use
some extra cash, who couldn’t right? But that’s not why I’m
doing this! When I say I just want to help homeschoolers as
much as possible, I mean it.

Share this and anything else you get from my sites as much as
you want. The more you share the more people that receive
help.

I have no issue with you altering most of what you find on the
site, in fact I do my best to offer DIY versions of everything I
make so you can customize it to better suit your children and
homeshool methods. I do ask that you not remove my site
information from anything you share,keep it on so others can
find help there as well. Please, help me reach more people
seeking help, do NOT remove the site info.

I know my site isn’t fancy for a couple of reasons. I want it to
stay as simple as possible so it’s easy to use and to be
completely honest I’m figuring it out as I go, I am not very savvy
at this. since I offer everything free I am using the free web
builder plan.

The site is already loaded with so many things to help
homeschooling in so many ways but I don’t plan on stopping or
slowing down. I have already upgraded the site so I can offer
even more and connected to other social media sites you can
get links for on the website as well as a YouTube channel



complete with educational playlist from several amazing
YouTubers.

So if you like what am I’m doing here, please, help me
continue to do it and to keep improving. SHARE the site link &
info! Spread the word, help it grow so I can keep helping make
your homeschooling journey a bit easier and maybe even little
more fun!

If you find any typo’s or errors in anything
please leave a comment, send a message,

or e-mail me at
thehomeschoolhelpdesk@gmail.com

Thank you,
K G

DISCLAIMER: I do not own any of the images
or fonts that are used to create these
worksheets. You may only use my pages
and other materials for personal use. None
of the items here can be sold or
redistributed for money.

https://thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com/

https://thehomeschoolhelpdesk.com/


Instructions

Each player rolls a pair of dice and adds them together. If the sum is
even they will be evens, if the sum is odd they’ll be odds. The highest
sum gets to choose who goes first.

Each person takes turns rolling the dice and adds them together. If the
sum is an odd number, the odd player gets to put a marker on the
cauldron . If it is an even number, the even person gets to put their
marker on a cauldron.

Play a few ways….
A) It makes no difference on who rolls. Whatever the sum turns out to
be when it’s rolled, that’s who gets to put their marker on a Cauldron
or B) You can only put a marker on the board if you roll your selection
meaning if your odds you have to roll odd if your evens you have to
roll evens to mark a cauldron.

Play with or without the cards as many copies as you’d like. If you
choose to play with the cards there’s 2 ways to do that as well. A)
You draw 1 card when you roll a sum of 5 or 6 (or a sums of your
choosing) mark your board(s) accordingly first, then the “roller” must
take a potion card and follow the directions. B) You draw a card
whenever you roll a sum that doesn’t allow you to move (the evens
player rolled odds and vice verse) take a potion card and follow the
directions. C) Do both.

The goal is to get to the book first by marking all of the cauldrons
before the other player(s)! Get the book be the winner! Good luck all!






















